Wood Energy Financial App: Is your woody biomass heating project feasible?

You are invited to attend our latest Live Webinar sponsored by: North Carolina State University-Extension Forestry, Southern Regional Extension Forestry, Texas A&M Agrilife Extension, and 25x'25.

Title: Wood Energy Financial App: Is your woody biomass heating project feasible?

What will you learn?
Significant time and resources are often spent pursuing wood energy projects that are not suitable or appropriate for the situation. To assist communities and partners in rapidly exploring and initially evaluating a variety of options, we developed the Community Biomass Handbook and Wood Energy Financial App (woodenergy.umn.edu). The Handbook is a multimedia library that showcases successful wood energy projects from around the country using text, photos, video interviews, diagrams, and – most importantly – an interactive financial app to estimate fuel cost savings, capital investment, and payback. Checklists for assessing opportunities, engaging communities and partners, and moving project proposals forward are included. learn more here...

Presenters/Authors:
Dr. Dennis Becker, Associate Professor, University of Minnesota
Gregg Mast, Private Consultant, Earthtech Energy

Education Credits from the following organizations continuing education programs have been approved or applied for:
Conservation Planner - 1 hour Conservation Planning Credit [status: Applied For]
11 September 2014

SENT TO LSU AGCENTER/LOUISIANA FOREST PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT CENTER - FOREST SECTOR / FORESTY PRODUCTS INTEREST GROUP

Society of American Foresters - 1 hour Category 1 Credit  [status: Applied For]

Get instructions on how to obtain Continuing Education Credits.

Session Details:
Sep 30, 2014 2:00 pm US/Eastern  Duration: 01:00 (hh:mm)  Export Event To Calendar

*** Please join the session 15 minutes prior to the start of the webinar. ***

Who should participate?
Bioenergy Industry Professionals
Foresters
Land Owners
Policy makers
Economic developers
Natural Resource Professionals
Forest Industry

Share This Event:  

Get instructions on how to Join this event.

This webinar is sponsored by: North Carolina State University-Extension Forestry, Southern Regional Extension Forestry, Texas A&M Agrilife Extension, and 25x’25

Stay up-to-date:
Need a refresher or continuing education credits? Watch recorded webinars on hundreds of natural resource topics here.

Want to stay up-to-date with the latest research and industry practices in forestry, conservation, bioenergy and natural resources? Subscribe to our e-mailing list to receive announcements on webinars that will help you!
This webinar has been made possible through a partnership with:

- IBSS
- USDA
- United States Department of Agriculture
- National Institute of Food and Agriculture
- NC Cooperative Extension
- Southern Ag Extension

Watch Webinar Now: Make sure to start registration process no less than 15 minute prior to the webinar

1. Find this webinar on the Upcoming Webinars page [link to that page], click on the webinar name and you will be directed to the webinar page.
2. To join the live webinar, click the orange join button at the top of the webinar page. If the webinar has been archived, you can take this webinar by clicking the orange view button at the top of the webinar page.
3. Completely fill out the registration form and click submit.
4. If you are presented with a survey, you must take this short survey before being directed to participate in the webinar.
5. After completing the survey (if applicable) you will be redirected to the appropriate webinar host such as Blackboard Collaborate
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